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Abstract 
 
Linear filters have played a very crucial role in the development of various signal processing techniques and are relatively simple from conceptual 
and implementation view points. However, there are several situations in which the performance of linear filters is unacceptable. At that situation 
adaptive polynomial filters are used which perform satisfactorily. Adaptive Polynomial filters are a nonlinear generalization of adaptive linear 
filters that are based on no recursive and recursive linear difference equations. Polynomial filters often refer to as Volterra filter when input and 
output signals are related through the Volterra series expansion. In a non-stationary or time-varying environment, the adaptive polynomial filter 
helps track the statistics of the input data or the dynamics of a system.  This article explains details about adaptive Volterra filter with different 
algorithms such as LMS (Least Mean Square) and RLS (Recursive Least Square). Also discussed are the current research areas and problems 
associated with the nonlinear adaptive filters. 
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1. Introduction 

ADAPTIVE filters are used in various areas where the statistical knowledge of the signals to be filtered /analyzed is not known a 
priori  or the signal may be slowly time-invariant. In Adaptive filtering, the adjustable filter parameters are to be optimized. The 
notion of making filters adaptive, i.e., to alter parameters (coefficients) of a filter according to some algorithm, tackles the problems 
that we might not in advance know, e.g., the characteristics of the signal, or of the unwanted signal, or of a system influence on the 
signal that we like to compensate. Adaptive filters can adjust to unknown environment, and even track signal or system 
characteristics varying over time [1-4]. 
 
General characteristics of adaptive filters: 
1.  Automatically adjustable: adapt in a changing system. 
2.  Can perform specific filtering or decision-making. 
3.  Have adaptation algorithms for adjusting parameters. 
 
Over the last decade, Volterra filters or polynomial filters and nonlinear adaptive infinite impulse-response filters have been 
appealing areas of research and have been considered in many real world applications. While Volterra filters have been applied in 
many applications, they still present some limitations because of their computational complexity which increases exponentially with 
the filter order. When the nonlinear system order is unknown, adaptive methods and algorithms are widely used for the Volterra 
kernel estimation. 
 
Accuracy of the Volterra kernels will determine the accuracy of the system model and the accuracy of the inverse system used for 
compensation. The speed of kernel estimation process is also important. A fast kernel estimation method may allow the user to 
construct a higher order model that gives an even better system representation. 
 
Recently, more or less general representations of the Volterra filter with its truncated version have received increasing attention in 
nonlinear signal processing fields. There are two important properties of the Volterra filter that can further account for the attention 
paid to such nonlinear structures [4-5]. 
 
1.  One important property relies on the fact that the output of a Volterra filter depends     linearly on the coefficients of the filter 

itself. In other words, the Volterra filter may be interpreted as extension of linear filters to the nonlinear case. Therefore, many 
linear filters with the corresponding adaptive algorithms can be extended to the polynomial filters. Moreover, this characteristic 
can be largely used to analyze quadratic filters, to find new implementations. 

 
2. Another interesting property results from the representation of the nonlinearity by means of multidimensional operators 

working on products of input samples. Such characteristic allows for the description of the filter behavior in the frequency 
domain by means of a type of multidimensional convolution. 

 
The current trend in the telecommunication systems design is the identification and compensation of unwanted nonlinearities. It was 
demonstrated that unwanted nonlinearities in the system will have a detrimental effect on its performance. There are various ways of 
reducing the effects of undesired nonlinearities. The use of nonlinear models to characterize and compensate harmful nonlinearities 
offers a possible solution. The Volterra series have been widely applied as nonlinear system modeling technique with considerable 
success. However, at present, no one general method exists to calculate the Volterra kernels for nonlinear systems, although they 
can be calculated for systems whose order is known and finite. 
 

II Filter Theory 
 
The filter theory was first studied and developed by Wiener, who mainly worked on the analysis of nonlinear systems using white 
Gaussian input and so-called G functions. Following his works, many researchers used the truncated Volterra series for estimation 
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and identification of nonlinear systems [4]. However, for higher order or memory Volterra filters, large amount of computational 
burdens are prohibitive for most practical applications. 
 
To overcome the computational complexity, Koh and Powers propose an iterative factorization technique to design a subclass of the 
SOV filters which can alleviate the complexity of the filtering operations considerably and apply to nonlinear system identification 
for Gaussian input signals. Furthermore, reduction implementation of computational loads is proposed that are composed of a 
square with subsequent linear filtering or of two linear filters whose outputs are multiplied. 
 
A more general approximation to the quadratic filter is investigated, which is called multi memory decomposition (MMD) and is 
composed of three linear filters connected by a multiplier [11]. With these structures, though the computational complexity can be 
reduced significantly compared with the direct-form SOV filter, the stable performance is not guaranteed, and the drawbacks of 
these approaches are that the decomposition of Volterra series is not unique in the identification procedures. 
 
Moreover, based on the alternative adaptation of the coefficients of the linear filters, a problem of local minima may exist. 
Consequently, the convergence is not easily established, especially for higher-order kernels. An alternative very effective method 
based on a parallel-cascade structure for adaptive Volterra filter is first proposed by applying singular value (SV) decomposition to 
the coefficient matrix in order to obtain an approximation based on its most important eigenvectors [5].Volterra filter using the 
normalized least mean square (NLMS) to reduce its implementation complexity by using fewer than the maximum number of 
branches required [7]. M.M. Banat proposed a pipelined Volterra filter utilizing the recursive equation, and a pipelined 
implementation of quadratic adaptive Volterra filters based on NLMS algorithm was presented. Though these can effectively reduce 
complexity of the implementation structure, the output of the system becomes a nonlinear function of the filter coefficients 
[8].Therefore, estimating coefficients becomes nonlinear estimation problem about the global optimal. Moreover, stable and 
convergence performance of adaptive algorithm cannot be settled by these architectures.  Recently, two nonlinear blind adaptive 
interference cancellation algorithms (exact Newton and approximate Newton algorithms) based on the second-order Volterra 
expansion were proposed and developed to overcome the multiple access interference [10]. 
 
 

III   Series Expansion for Nonlinear Systems 

 
Let x[n] and y[n] represent the input and output signals, respectively, of a discrete-time and causal nonlinear system. The Volterra 
series expansion for y[n] using x[n] is given by: 
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(1) 
In (l), hp [ml, m2,..., mp]  is known as the p-the order Volterra kernel of the system. Without any loss of generality, one can assume 
that the Volterra kernels are symmetric, i.e., hp [ml, m2. ..., mp]    is left unchanged for any of the possible p! Permutations of the 
indices ml, m2,..., mp. One can think of the Volterra series expansion as a Taylor series expansion with memory. The imitations of the 
Volterra series expansion are similar to those of the Taylor series expansion both expansions do not do well when there are 
discontinuities in the system description. Volterra series expansion exists for systems involving such type of nonlinearity. Even 
though clearly not applicable in all situations, Volterra system models have been successfully employed in a wide variety of 
applications, and such models continue to be popular with researchers in this area. 
 

IV. Volterra Kernels Estimation by the LMS Adaptive Algorithm 
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The Volterra filter of fixed order and fixed memory adapts to the unknown nonlinear system using one of the various adaptive 
algorithms. The use of adaptive techniques for Volterra kernel estimation has been well published. Most ofthe previous work 
considers 2nd order Volterra filters. A simple and commonly used algorithm uses an LMS adaptation 
 

 
 
                            Figure 1. A Block Diagram of Adaptive Volterra Filter. 
 
criterion.  Though the LMS algorithm has its weaknesses, such as its dependence on signal statistics, which can lead to low speed or 
large residual errors, it is very simple to implement and well behaved compared to the faster recursive algorithms [4]. A typical 
adaptive technique used for Volterra kernels identification is shown in Fig.2 
 

 
      Figure 2. Volterra Kernel Identification by Adaptive LMS Method. 
 
This section is to discuss the extension of the algorithm to the nonlinear case using the previously defined input vectors. The 
discrete time impulse response of a first order (linear) system 
with memory span  is aggregate of all the N most recent inputs and their nonlinear combinations into one expanded input vector as 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TQ
e NnxnxnxnxNnxnxnxnX 1,....,1,1,....,1, 2 +−−+−−=  

(5) 
Similarly, the expanded filter coefficients vector H(n) is given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]TQ NNhhhNhhhnH 1,....,1....,1,0,0,0,1,....,1,0 22111 −−−=                (6) 

 
Thus, (6) Volterra Filter input and output  can be compactly rewritten as 

 
 

( ) ( ) ( )nXnHny e
T=                                         (7) 

 
The error signal e(n) is formed by subtracting y(n) from the noisy desired response d(n), i.e., 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nXnHndnyndne e
T−=−=           (8) 

For the LMS algorithm we minimize the Eq. (7) 
 

( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]nXnHndEneE e
T−=2           (9) 

The well Known LMS update equation for a first order filter is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )nXnenHnH eµ+=+1                          (10) 

where µ is small positive constant (referred to as the step size) that determines the speed of convergence and also affects the final 
error of the filter output [5]. The extension of the LMS algorithm to higher order (nonlinear) Volterra filters involves a few simple 
changes. Firstly the vector of the impulse response coefficients becomes the vector of Volterra kernels coefficients.  Also the input 
vector, which for the linear case contained only a linear combination, for nonlinear time varying Volterra filters, complicates 
treatment. 

 
 

 V.  Simulation Results 
 

In this section, we examine both adaptive second order Volterra LMS filter and adaptive second order Volterra RLS filter. The left 
side graph of the figure 4 and 5 shows the adaptive filter coefficients after convergence which is almost identical to the unknown 
filter h.The right side graph shows the square error in dB versus time during the adaptation process. The lower limit of the error 
signal power in the learning curve is defined here by the additive white noise added at the filter output (-60 dB).In figure 4, Sample 
per sample filtering and coefficient update using the Second Order Volterra Least Mean Squares or one of its variants. The LMS 
second order Volterra filter learning curve shows  satisfactory results. 
 
For further improvement in learning curve, we examine Sample per sample filtering and coeffiients update using the Second Order 
Volterra Recursive Least Squares (SOVRLS) adaptive algorithm implements the second order Volterra RLS filter (SOVRLS). 
 

The SOVRLS algorithm calculates the filter output and updates the filter coefficients vector . The filter output is the sum of 

the outputs of the linear filter part and the nonlinear part as given in Appendix. 
 

Simulation results show improvement in second figure i.e SOVRLS is more fissible for the system identification as SOVLMS. 
 
 
 

 
 
   Figure 4: (a) The adaptive filter coefficients after convergence and (b) The learning curve for the FIR 
    system identification problem  using the SOVLMS algorithm. 
. 
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  Figure 5:  (a)The adaptive filter coefficients after convergence and (b) The learning curve for the FIR 
            system identification problem using the SOVRLS algorithm.

. 
 

VII. Conclusion 
 

It is observed that Adaptive Polynomial filters are useful in large number of applications. Most of the 
Adaptive Polynomial system relations with nonlinearity can relate  through a Volterra Series Expansion  or a 
recursive nonlinear difference equation. The Volterra filter  recently gained significant interest in many  advanced 
applications, including acoustic echo cancellation, Channel equalization, biological system modeling and image 
processing. 

 
The Volterra filter used here is either truncated Volterra series or fixed order Volterra series. The least 

mean square LMS algorithm and the recursive least-squares RLS have established themselves as principal tools for 
linear adaptive filtering. 

 
In recent years,  most significant work is on a comparative evaluation of the tracking behaviors of the LMS 

and RLS algorithm. Due to degradation in the tracking performance of the LMS and RLS algorithm, the Kalman 
filter is the optimum linear   tracking device. In reality using the Kalman filter theory, a constant which is clearly not 
the way to solve the tracking problem for a nonstationary environment. 
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